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1. Introduction
The popularity of the Internet offers a great
convenience to the transmission of a large amount of
data over networks. Some of them may be secret
information which is candidate to unauthorized access.
In order to keep the unauthorized user away, variety of
techniques have been proposed, data encryption and
data hiding are two main methods in data security.
Data encryption uses a certain algorithm to
transform data into cipher text only the user that has
keys can decrypt the secret data from the cipher texts.
For any unauthorized user who does not have a key,
the ciphertext will look like nothing but streams of
meaningless code. Although data encryption is a good
way to secure data, it still has some weaknesses. The
appearance of cipher texts would give unauthorized
user an impulse to recover them. Moreover, the
unauthorized users might even simply destroy the
ciphertext out of range when they have trouble
recovering them so that the legal receivers cannot get
the data in time. That is the reason why data hiding has
been researched recently.
Data hiding techniques embed the important data
into multimedia data such as images, videos or sounds.
Digital images are considered good cover carriers
because of their insensitivity to human visual system.
Watermarking and steganography are two major
branches of information hiding technology. Each has
its own specific characteristics.
The first branch is used to embed a distinguishable
symbol, e.g., a signature or a trademark, into host
signals to authorize the ownership of the signals. Here
the size of the symbol usually small, ranging from one
bit to thousands of bits to represent the symbol.

Watermarking focuses on maintaining high robustness
against attacks. It must ensure that the embedded
information can be successfully detected or extracted
from the watermarked signals, even if confronted with

attacks such as filtering, resampling, lossy
compression, etc.
The second branch (i.e. Steganography) is the
art of covered or hidden writing. The word
Steganography comes from the Greek words
steganos and graphia, which together means
"hiding writing" [10]. The purpose of
steganography is covert communication to hide a
message from a third party. This differs from
cryptography, which is intended to make a message
unreadable by a third party but does not hide the
existence of the secret communication. Although
steganography is separate and distinct from
cryptography, there are many analogies between the
two, and some authors categorize steganography as a
form of cryptography since hidden communication is a
form of secret writing. The digital steganography
process has three basic components [11]: 1) the data to
be hidden (secret data), 2) the cover file (covercarrier), in which the secret data are to be embedded,
and 3) the resulting stego-file (stego-carrier).
In the literature, many techniques for data hiding
have been proposed [2-5]. One of the common
techniques is based on manipulation the least
significant bit (LSB) plans. A LSB substitution method
replaces some LSB of the cover-image with the secret
data [1,6-8,13,14].
Wang et al. [6] proposed to embed secret messages
in the moderately significant bit of the cover-image. A
genetic algorithm is developed to find an optimal
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substitution matrix for the embedding of the secret
messages. They also proposed the use of local pixel
adjustment process (LPAP) to improve the image
quality of the stego-image.
Recently, Wang et al. [8] proposed a novel method
to embed data inside the host image. The method based
on simple LSB substitution data hiding. They also
developed the optimal k LSB substitution method to
solve the problem when k is large.
Chang et al [7] proposed a method of finding the
optimal LSB in image hiding by dynamic
programming strategy. The proposed method finds the
optimal LSB substitution that Wang [8] found of
approximate OLSB, the method reduces the
computation time too.
X. Li et al [13] proposed a novel steganographic
method based on JPEG and Practical Swarm
Optimization algorithm. His method inspired from the
optimal LSB substitution approach used by Wang [8],
such a substitution strategy could be used in spatial
domain, and thus applied to transform domain.
In this paper, a method have been proposed based on
LSB substitution. To prevent illicit access of the data
and obtain better embedding results, a key-permutation
method with an optimal LSB substitution method is
presented.
A random key is generated and then distributed to
the communication parties.
Before embedding the data into the LSB of the
cover image, it is represented with the help of the key
(encrypted) at the sending end; an opposite operation is
then performed at the receiving end to reveal the secret
data. Optimization of the key is another phase of the
proposed model. It is achieved by selecting best
embedding results for a set of all possible keys using
genetic algorithms are proposed method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
concepts of image hiding by LSB substitution are
presented in section 2. In section 3, the proposed
method is described, the proposed key permutation
method is introduced, and then the optimal substitution
of the LSB by using key permutation method is
demonstrated. Experimental results with a brief
discussion are given in section 4. Finally conclusions
are presented in section 5.

2. Data Hiding By Simple Lsb Substitution
In this section, the general operations of data hiding by
simple LSB substitution method are described. Let C
be the original 8-bit grayscale cover-image of
Mc
× Nc pixels, represented as

C = { xij | 0 ≤ i ≤ M c , 0 ≤ j ≤ N c , xij ∈ {0,1,2,…,
255 } },

(1)

where M is the n-bit secret message which can be
represented by

M = { mi | 0 ≤ i <n, mi ∈ {0,1 }}.

(2)

Suppose that the n-bit secret message M is to be
embedded into the k-rightmost LSBs of the coverimage C. Firstly, the secret message M is rearranged to
form a k-bit virtual image M ' , which can be
represented as

M ' = { mi' | 0 ≤ i < n ' , mi' ∈ {0,1,…, 2 k -1 }}, (3)
where n ' = Mc×Nc. The mapping between the n-bit
secret message M= { mi } and the embedded message

M ' = { mi' } can be defined as follows:

mi' =

K −1

∑m
j =0

i

× k + j×

2

k −1− j

.

(4)

Secondly, a subset of n ' pixels {x1, x2,…., xn } is
chosen from the cover-image C in a greed upon
sequence. The embedding process is completed by
'
replacing the k LSBs of xi by mi . Mathematically, the
pixel value xi of the chosen pixel for storing the k-bit
'
message mi is modified to form the stego-pixel x'i as
follows:
X'i=xi-xi mod 2k+m'i .

(5)

In the extraction process, given the stego-image S, the
embedded messages can be extracted without referring
to the original cover-image. Using the same sequence
as in the embedding process, the set of pixels {x'1, x'2,.,
x'n, } storing the secret message bits are selected from
the stego-image. The k LSBs of the selected pixels are
extracted and lined up to reconstruct the secret
message bits. Mathematically, the embedded message
'
bits mi can be recovered by

mi'

=

xi' mod 2k.

(6)

As the method described above has the same problems
with many steganograpic schemes. The quality of the
stego-image produced by simple LSB substitution may
be not acceptable. It means that the method degrades
the image quality and probably attracts unauthorized
attention. Once he/she notices the stego-image, he/she
can simply extract and analyze the LSB to get the
secret message. To solve these problems, a key
permutation technique is integrated with an optimal
LSB substitution method to improve the security of the
model and quality of the stego-image.

3. The Proposed Method
In this section, a
key permutation method is
introduced; we will first look at how the key
permutation method works. Then, we shall
demonstrate the optimal substitution of the LSB by
using key permutation method.
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3.1. Key Permutation Method
As shown in section 2. The cover image C, and the
secret message M are defined. C and M are rearranged
to form block-bits (blk) getting C " and M " respectively.
where
"
"
C " = { c i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 blk -1 | c i ∈ {0,1,2,…, 2 blk -1 }} (7)
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• Position extraction: The position data is extracted
from the k-LSBs of the stego-image S by
Position = extract(stego-image,k)
(12)
• Cipher data retrieval: here the ciphered data ill be
obtained from the key blk by according to its
position
cipher = keyblk (position).

(13)

M = { m 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 -1 | m ∈ {0,1,2,…, 2 -1 }} (8) • Deciphering: M will be obtained by xoring the
"
i|

"

"
i

blk

blk

"

"

Mathematically, the ciphering process will be obtained
by performing bitwise XOR operating ⊕ to each
block of the C " with M " as follow:

cipher i = c i" ⊕ mi" , 1 ≤ i ≤ length of (M) in
blk ( M blk ),
then
cipher= {cipher i | 1 ≤ i ≤ length of M in blk |
"

cipher i ∈ {0,1,2,…, 2 blk -1 } },
where

ciphered data with the C , as follows,
(14)
M " = cipher ⊗ C " .
• Original secret message reconstruction: now M will
be reconstructed by rearranging the M" from blk-bit
to its original form.
M= map( M " ).

(15)

We evaluate the image quality of the proposed method
in term of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which
is commonly employed in image processing
researches. The PSNR is estimated in decibel (dB) are
defined as:
2

cipher i = c ⊕ m
"
i

"
i

(9)

All possible permutations of the blk-bit key is
generated, as
(key blk = {e1,e2,e3,…,en } ),

(10)

Where n= 2 blk , and e i is the ith element of the key, i is
the index of the ith element in the key, where each key
is of size blk.
Before the sender embeds the data into the k-LSBs
of the cover image C " ,the method utilizes a sequential
search in order to locate and return the positions all of
elements in the key sequence representing the binary
of the ciphered secret data plain-text characters as
follows.
Position i = locate(cipher i , key blk ) ,
where

position, i

(16)

there, MSE denotes the mean square error, which
is defined as:

3.1.1. Key generation

Position = {

255
PSNR = 10*log 10 (
),
MSE

position i

∈ {0,1,2,…, 2

|

1 ≤ i ≤ length

blk

-1 } }.

( M") |
(11)

Finally, the embedding process is completed by
replacing the k-LSBs of C " by the position getting the
stego-image S.
3.1.2. Secret message recovery
The following steps must be followed in order at the
receiving end:

MSE=

1
mn

n

(x ij -y ij ),
∑∑
j=1
m

2

(17)

i=1

here: xij denotes the original pixel value, and yij denotes
the processed pixel value, and m and n denoted the
width and height of the image respectively.

3.2. The optimal LSB Substitution: Genetic
Algorithm
The data hiding technique discussed in previous
section works well if the secret data is embedded in the
k -LSBs of the host image, where k is less than or equal
to 3. However, it works poorly if k is greater than 3
because the number of all possible keys permutations
will grow exponentially as k increases. For example,
assume that k=4, there are a total of (24)! =16! possible
of key permutations (about 20,000 billions of key
permutations) that can be utilized to embed data. To
obtain the optimal embedding result, the simplest
method is to calculate the PSNR for each substitution,
and select the one having the maximum PSNR as the
optimal result. Hence, it is very impractical and time
consuming for us to compute the PSNR for each
permutation. A genetic algorithm is thus developed to
solve this problem, where GA is a randomized search
procedure that is commonly used to solve the
optimization problems. A solution in the problem
domain corresponds to an individual in a GA, which is
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represented by a chromosome containing many genes.
An objective function called the fitness function is
used to evaluate the quality of each chromosome. In
general, GA is mainly comprised of the following three
operators, namely, (1) reproduction, (2) crossover, and
(3) mutation. Reproduction retains the current
chromosome's genes, crossover assembles existing
genes into new combinations, and mutation produces
new genes. The procedure of GA is started by
specifying an initial population in the first generation,
and during each next generation, the individuals in the
population undergo the activities of reproduction,
crossover and mutation, to produce their offspring.
Then a fitness function is applied to each offspring to
determine its quality. The individuals with high quality
will survive and form the population of the next
generation. The process will repeat for many times
until a predefined requirement is satisfied, or a
constant number of iterations is exceeded. In this
study, a chromosome G in GA consisting of 2k genes
can be described by a key permutation as

0.8, mutation ratio is 0.2 and the number of generations
used to find the optimal key is 100. And can be further
improved these parameters to get better results.

(a ) baboon

(b) Lena

Figure1. Cover image.

Figure 2. Test image used as a set of secret messages.

−1

G= g 0 g 1 …g 2 K ,
(18)
where g0 represents the first element of the key, g 1
represents the second element of the key, and so on.
For example suppose k=3, then the chromosome length
are 23 =8 and they can be represented as:
G = 5 2 4 1 7 0 6 3.
The genetic operators crossover and mutation, are
defined as follows.
• Crossover: Given two chromosomes G1 and G2,
new chromosomes given by the crossover operators
are G1', G2' have all possible permutations of the
parents, i.e., no repetition of any elements.

The secret messages have different size of a gray scale
image “tiff” as shown in Fig. 2. Theses images of sizes
512 × 256 pixels for 4-LSB insertion, 384 × 256 pixels
for 3-LSB, 256 × 256 for 2-LSB pixels and 256 × 128
pixels for 1-LSB, respectively.
The results of embedding the secret messages into the
cover images are listed in Table 1.
The PSNR is used in this work to evaluate the
image quality as described in Equation 16.
Table 1. The results of embedding the secret images into the cover
images.
Cover
images

k

LSB

Optimal
GA

My-LSB

baboon

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

51.1415
44.0205
37.8642
31.3307
51.1299
44.0216
37.8626
31.2818

51.1415
44.7440
38.7295
51.1524
44.7638
38.7242
-

51.1380
44.0526
31.4595
51.1471
44.0656
31.4258

−1

• Mutation: Given a chromosome G= g 0 g 1 …g 2 K ,
two genes of G are selected randomly and their
values are replaced with each other. For example,
assume that G=01234567 and the two randomly
selected genes are 1 and 5, then the mutated
chromosome is G=05234167.
Finally, the fitness function F is defined in this study as
the mean square error MSE, as described above in
equation 17.

4. Experimental Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method,
three experiments were conducted. In the first
experiment, the method is applied on two standard 8bits per pixel, gray scale cover images, “baboon” and
“lena”, each with the size 512 × 512 pixels as shown in
Figure 1.
For optimal key selection in the proposed method;
our experiments used the following genetic parameters
selection. The population size is 10, cross over ratio is

Lena

MyOptimal
GA
51.1723
44.2475
32.5326
51.1681
44.3714
32.2161

4.1. Discussion of experiment 1
From the results shown in Table 1, the experiment
compares the embedding results obtained by the simple
substitution method in column labeled My-LSB and the
GA approach in column labeled My-Optimal GA
respectively, when k=1,2 and 4-LSBs insertion. The
results show the difference between the two methods,
indicates that the quality of the stego-image is
improved when the GA approach is utilized.
The column labeled LSB is the simple LSB
substitution method and the column labeled Optimal
GA is the optimal LSB substitution method proposed in
[8].
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From the results listed in Table 1, we notice that the
values of improvement for the quality of stego-images
in range between 0.021 and 1.0731, these values are
significant according to [8].

4.2. Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we evaluate the effect of
increasing the number of keys on the proposed method.
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 2,
the experiment used the following dataset:
• Cover images: Fig. 3.
 Lena
131 × 131 pixels –grayscale (17160 bits)
 Baboon 131 × 131 pixels –grayscale (17160 bits)
 Barbara 131 × 131 pixels –grayscale (17160 bits)
 pepper 131 × 131 pixels –grayscale (17160 bits)
• Secret messages: random data of the following:
 File Secret1 of size 65 × 33 bytes (17160 bits )
for the 1-LSB insertion
 File Secret2 of size 66 × 65 bytes (17160 bits)
for 2-LSB insertion.
 File Secret4 of size 131 × 65 bytes (17030bits)
for 4-LSB insertion.
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and different LSBs insertion (k=1,2 and 4). That means
the quality of stego-image improved by applied the
optimal key permutation. Fig. 4 clearly shows the
stego-image quality (PSNR) increases with number of
key increase.
From Table 2 the column labeled cipher is the
PSNR of the encrypted secret data before the keypermutation method was applied to it.

4.4. Experiment 3
The goal of this experiment is to show the effect of
increasing the number of key permutations of the
proposed method on the computation time. To conduct
this experiment we used the 8-bits per pixel gray scale
cover image “lena”, with the size 131 × 131 pixels.
The secret messages are random data files of different
size:
• File Secret1 of size 65 × 33 bytes (17160 bits ) for
the 1-LSB insertion
• File Secret2 of size 66 × 65 bytes (17160 bits) for 2LSB insertion.
• File Secret4 of size 131 × 65 bytes (17030bits) for
4-LSB insertion.
Table 3 shows the average value of the computation
time, over ten runs, for the 1-LSB, 2-LSB, 4-LSB
insertion. And Fig. 5 shows these results.

(A)Baboon

(b) Lena

(C) Barbara

(d) Pepper

Figure 3. Cover image.
Cover
images

K

LSB

Cipher

Lena

1
2
4
1
2
4
1
2
4
1
2
4

51.1647
44.3986
32.4312
51.1969
44.3482
32.5423
51.1257
44.4064
32.5996
51.1606
44.3600
32.4441

51.1323
44.0916
31.5180
51.1810
44.1166
31.5118
51.1166
44.1489
31.8362
51.0780
44.0885
31.6173

Baboon

Barbara

Pepper

Optimal
GA
Key=1
51.1505
44.2077
32.2298
51.1810
44.2016
32.3736
51.1662
44.2188
32.0646
51.2056
44.3016
32.2150

Optimal
GA
Key=5
51.2046
44.2724
32.4150
51.2025
44.2805
32.5330
51.1928
44.2623
32.2925
51.2262
44.3359
32.3490

Optimal
GA
Key=10
51.2511
44.3082
32.5619
51.2386
44.3255
32.7748
51.2247
44.3216
32.4537
51.2583
44.3812
32.4915

Table 2. The results of embedding the secret messages into the
cover images with optimal embedding.

4.3. Discussion of experiment 2
From the results listed in Table 2, we can notice that,
PSNR is increasing with increasing of the number of
key permutations, for key=1, 5 and 10 respectively,

Figure 4. The results of optimal embedding secret1.txt to the 1-LBS
of the cover images with different key numbers.

4.5. Discussion of experiment 3
The computation time decreases by the number of key
increase until reaches to some point, where the
computation time will have small changes with the
change in the number of keys. This is due to reduce the
search space of the genetic algorithm process will get
fast results compared to huge search spaces.
It means:
By increasing the number of key permutation,
the Computation time decreases and the System
security increases.
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Table 3. The average time over 10-runs for different keys number
1,2,…10.
Keys no.
Key=1

Time
(Second)
PSNR
Time
(Second)
PSNR
Time
(Second)
PSNR
Time
(Second)
PSNR
Time
(Second)
PSNR
Time
(Second)
PSNR
Time
(Second)
PSNR
Time
(Second)
PSNR
Time
(Second)
PSNR
Time
(Second)
PSNR

Key=2

Key=3

Key=4

Key=5

Key=6

Key=7

Key=8

Key=9

Key=10

1-LSB
105.4991

2-LSB
120.1741

4-LSB
473.7810

51.1505
68.8122

44.2077
66.0454

32.1906
354.5630

51.1882
41.8217

44.2134
47.1014

32.2916
204.9530

51.1688
32.1593

44.2353
41.0517

32.3298
165.539

51.2005
27.6000

44.2313
30.3281

32.3741
127.3408

51.2046
27.5826

44.2724
27.5265

32.3783
125.4404

51.2036
24.7391

44.3101
25.6921

32.4838
121.6624

51.2046
22.6343

44.3113
24.5029

32.4923
105.953

51.2226
21.8937

44.3080
23.0389

32.5357
111.5062

51.2056
19.8483

44.3213
22.0172

32.5490
100.6626

51.2511

44.3211

32.5752

method provides good image quality and large
message capacity as well as increase in the system
immunity.
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